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The street looked quite pretty illuminated in the glow of the blazing Fiat, festive clouds of noxious 
smoke pouring from its smouldering tyres. The wall of policemen moved slowly and deliberately 
toward the drunken revellers, cheered on by the gable-high onlookers. The noise from the drunks 
spiralled into the night sky; sending scores of startled pigeons fluttering like grimy snowflakes from 
their rooftop perches. At a signal, the police broke rank and moved toward selected targets. Doorways 
burst in and the cafes and bars of the Warmoesstraat filled with the pack in all its colourful guises. 

“Gis four pilses, guvnor.” 
The overhead aquarium, casting aqua-lights over the bar, held so much water. How long had it taken 
to fill it to the brim? A day or more, the owner remembered. The glass sarcophagus was over two 
meters long. The owner prayed that the cracked glass might hold out just long enough for him to run 
to the cellar for the silicone sealant. He thought it might hold out just long enough for the police to 
arrive and prevent a second blow. 

“BASTARD WATERS HIS EFFIN’ BEER! IT’S GNATS PISS!” 
A second glass was hurled against the aquarium wall, but it was the bar stool that brought the tropical 
fish to their deaths on the beer stained floor. How could the hundreds survive? The regulars, soaked 
and frightened, ran for cover, slipping and sliding on the squirming floor. The owner, as tough as they 
come, took the full force of a broken bottle in his left cheek, a futile tube of sealant in one hand. 
“Godver-de-godver! Scum!” Beer mats and fish floated out into the gutter, eddying away into the 
drains. 

Above the city the moon rose, a week away from fullness. It hung haloed, like a broken 
opaline lamp. Most of the city was peaceful, the taxis and trams and cars and bicycles moving along, 
unaware of Hell in progress, growing like a malignant tumour in one of the many arteries. 

Fred was at the outer edge of death when the young surgeon reached him. 
“Heartbeat? Pulse?” 

There was no heartbeat, no pulse. He had already lost so much blood. Poor Becky. She waited beyond 
the gates of sanity, her head resounding with the pounding of her own blood. The surgeon glanced 
across at her. 

“This woman should be attended to. Give her a sedative.” 
But Becky refused the bitter capsules. Then suddenly she knew that Fred had gone. She could not 
pinpoint the exact moment, but she knew. All her preconceptions of death had not prepared her for 
this moment. A thousand discordant thoughts rang through her.  

In the brief seconds before death, Fred could still not understand why he was dying. 
“I’m Fred! I can’t die! Becky, Becky!” 

Spiralling lights drew him away. He struggled against them. 
“I’m Fred. I can’t be dying.” 

And then he recalled the thrusting fist, the blade and the pale blue eyes.  
 
And then he died. 
 


